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New Video Tapes
The Capital Humane Society has purchased two VHS
video tapes which can be checked out to local4-H Clubs for
use when speaking about animal care and welfare and also
staying safe around animals.
Both tapes are currently being shown on Cable Vision
channel 14. Check the channel 14 roster for days and times.
Each video runs approximately for 15 minutes.
. ''Your Humane Society" was developed by the Latham
Foundation. It explains how a humane society functions and
procedures which are common to most shelters. It also shows
how the Humane Society and the Animal Control Agencies
work together.
\
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The Cloverline

Horticulture News

4-H News and Events

& Recommendations

Hyou would like to subscribe to the
NEBLINE, please till out the feedback
form on the last page of this issue
or call 471-7180.
( There is no subscription fee for residents
.
of Lancaster County.)
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On-the-Grow

-

"Animal Safety is Fun" was developed by J. Michael
Cornwell, D.V.M., a veterinarian in Columbus, Ohio, who is
interested in children's safety around animals. The video tape
and accompanying literature were deSigned to help you teach
animal safety to your group of children in a fun and nonthreatening manner.

Tired of the same old TV reruns? Do you have a VCR?
Here's a chance to educate yourself without draining your
pocketbook. The University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County video library is open to the public
and it's yours to use anytime Monday through Friday from 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Learn about outer space or indoor gardening.
Hundreds of titles are listed. Come to our offices at 444
Cherrycreek Road and browse through the catalog.

from some type of heart or artery disease? A great number of
these deaths are preventable. Learn how to protect yourself
from this dreaded killer.

''Wildlife''
. Nebraska Extension Specialists, Ron Johnson and
Scott Hygnstrom present their views on wildlife and management. Topics include: endangered species, biodiversity,
hunting and trapping, aesthetics, animal rights and overpopuVideos may be checked out for 48 hours at no charge. lation. Backyard wildlife and birdhouses are featured.
A refundable $10 check or cash deposit is required. This
month we have ten specially featured tapes. Check them out: "Survival in the Christmas Tree Industry"
This video provides existing and potential Christmas
tree growers with basic information on which production and
"Blue Sky Below My Feet"
NASA and the Blue Sky 4-H Club get together to marketing decisions can be made to survive in this growing
explore and examine space. "Forces," "Spacesuits" and and profitable business.
"Spacefood" are the three segments which make up this
entertaining and educational videotape. Additional readings ''Exhibition Poultry: From the Beginning"
Eugene F. Barnard, an expert in the field of fowl, tells
are included in this video package.
you almost everything you ever wanted to know about show''Houseplants''
ing poultry. Many supplementary materials are included in
Linda Naeve, Iowa State University extensionhorti- this comprehensive video package.
culturist, shows you how to select and care for a wide variety
of indoor plants. Palms, ferns, begonias, ivys, orchids and "4-H on Display"
Lancaster County 4-H'ers show off their stuff in this
bromeliads are but a few species discussed.
series of short presentations. Learn how to make boxes, train
. your dog, flop your rabbit's ears or just sit back and enjoy the
"Radon: Reducing the Risks" .
This videotape provides you with information and many singers, dancers and speakers included o~ this video.
recommendations on ways you can reduce the risks associated
"Farm and Ranch Landowners Update, 1991"
with the hazards of radon gas.
What are your enviromentalliabilities? Underground
storage tanks, non-point pollution and enviromental audits
''Barriers to International Trade in Agriculture"
Free trade, protectionism, United States agriculture are among the topics discussed. Updates on new government
policies and GAIT negotiations are among the topics dis- programs and a grain market outlook round out this informacussed during this satellite conference.
tive tape.

Denton Community Conducts Planning Meetings

t

-

Check out a Video, Free!

If you are interested in borrowing either of these video
tapes or would like more information, please contact Donna
Ruskamp, Director of Education, at the Capital Humane "Preventing Heart Disease Through Education"
Society,477-7722.(MDH)
Did you know that one out of every two people die

The Denton Village Board and the UNL Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County conducted a series of community goals and planning workshops April 7 and 9, ·1992 at the
Denton Community Building. Thirty people participated in
the workshops conducted by Dr. Ed Nelson from Chadron.
Workshop participants shared their views of how they
would describe Denton to a friend. The community was
defined as picturesque, a place to grow in, a place to be proud
of, a place where you know your neighbors, a self contained
community, a place for families to go and grow a place where
friends and neighbors build together for the future, a village
to 200 people, and "a place that everyone can call home".
Dr. Nelson asked those attending the two evening
workshop to list their ideas and suggestions of things which
should happen in Denton. The "great things about Denton"
and "Denton's shortcomings" were previously identified by
the group.
Community priorities, planning committees, and committee meeting dates were established. The top priorities in
the community include the need for a new community center,
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a general store, a series of community activities to improve
communications, beautification and promotion, and support
of the Denton Community Activities Committee.
More volunteers are needed for the Southwest Rural
Fire Department at Denton. Various types of volunteer
openings are available. Specific needs and details are available from the fIre department.
A Denton community news cQlumn will be printed in
the NEBLINE until a community newsletter can be started.
Contact Evelyn Kirk to have your news included in the
NEBLINE.

Plan to attend a retirement reception for:

. Esther Wyant
Extension Age nt, Home Economics
and

Darlene Navratil
Office Manager

Monday, June 29

...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"""

From 3 - 6 p.m.
Lancaster Extension Conference Center.
Unwe~l~ofNeb~a

Cooperatlve Extension
In Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507

Office: ...... 9~y~.~~~~~!'!~!.~~~)•.•••• 471-7180
After hours: ...........................471-7170
Fax: .......................................471-7148
NEBLlNE RBBS: ................ 471-7149
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Cooperative Extension provides information and educational programs to all people without regard to race,color, national origin, sex or handicap.

Non-Profit Organization .
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High Sugar Sweet Corn
Transporting
Nursery Plants
You've just purchased that new plant for the yard and

are nowJaced with the task of getting it home. No problem,
right? Wrong! In fact, plants may be severely darnagedif they
receive rough treatment during the ride home. What can you
do to insure safe passage for fragile landscape plants? Your
fust option might be to let your nursery or garden center "do
the driving".
If you provide your own transportation, there are a few
precautions to consider. Small deciduous and evergreen
shrubs and other small container plants can be brought home
in the trunk or backseat of the family car provided they are
transported and unloaded in a timely fashion. Do not allow
plants to remain inside the car on a warm day for an extended
period of time. The high temperatures which may develop
inside the vehicle may damage the plants.
Containerized, balled and burlapped trees are most
easily transported in a pick-up truck, or if space allows. in an
enclosed van. These plants should be handled only by the soil
ball or container and never by the stem or plant crown.
Container-grown trees can be brought home in the car trunk,
but only as a last resort. First, stabilize the container in the
trunk, angling the tree crown directly to the rear of the car. To
protect branches and tender young leaves from abrasions and
desiccation injury, carefully tie the branches together, and
then wrap the entire canopy in burlap or a light-colored cloth.
Do not use plastic for protection because undesirable high
temperatures may develop inside the plastic. Tie a red flag to
the tip of the protruding tree to warn motorists traveling
behind you. Finally, secure the trunk lid to the tree trunk, but
only after cardboard or cloth has been wrapped around the
area of the plant where the trunk lid and tree meet. Tying the
trunk lid to the tree trunk prevents the continual banging of the
tree trunk by the trunk lid as the car travels along bumpy roads.
In general, balled and burlapped trees are much too large and
heavy to transport in a car trunk.
Large balled and burlapped trees are best moved in
pick-up trucks, however, tree branches and leaves should be'
protected in the same manner described above. Trees should
always be laid on their sides with tops pointed toward the rear
to guard against wind damage. Even small, ornamental trees
should be given this treatment. Ifplants extend past the rear
tailgate, protect all portions of the tree resting on the gate with
cardboard, an old section of carpeting, or other materials thick
enough to prevent abrasions.
Unloading large trees from trucks can be challenging.
Do not allow balled and bw:lapped trees to fall from the truck
bed to the ground. Severe root damage will result from an
impact of this magnitude. Also, use caution when rolling trees
from a truck into wheel-barrows. Balled and burlapped trees
are extremely heavy and may easily overturn a garden variety
wheel-barrow, potentially causing injury to you and the tree.
Two or three people may be able to safely lift trees from a
truck to the ground, but remember to always handle them by
the root ball. When lifting is impossible, build a ramp from
the truck bed to the ground using sturdy lumber, and then
gently maneuver the plant to the ground. A tractor with a
bucket or fork attachment is ideal for unloading trees, but
these implements are usually not available to the average
homeowner. (DJ)

One of the joys of summer in the midwest is fresh
sweet com. Unfortunately,
the ears of standard or normal
sweet com varieties (su) retain their quality for only one
or two days in the garden as
the sugar is quickly converted
to starch. Additionally, standardsweetcorn varieties don't
store well once harvested.
Sweet corn breeders
have overcome these shortcomings by developing high
sugar varieties, such as sugary enhanced (se) and
shrunken-2 (sh-2) types, by
modifying genes or altering
gene combinations~ Both
typeS are sweeter than the
standard sweet com varieties.
They may also be harvested
and stored over longer time
periods as they are slower to
convert sugar to starch.
The common name of
the shrunken-2 (sh-2) varieties is derived from the
shrunken or wrinkled appearance of the dried kernels. The
sh-2 varieties are also referred
to as super sweets. While the
high sugar content and prolonged harvest and storage pe-

riods are highly desirable
traits, the sh-2 types are not
withoutproblems. Yieldsof.
the super sweet types are ~
g e n era 11 y
lower than the
standard sweet
com varieties.
Poorgermination often resultswhen sh2 types are
planted in
early spring.
S tan dar d
sweet com varieties may be "
planted in late ) ' , >.
\::;
April. Thesh-2
varieties, how ever, should not be
planted until mid-May.
The seeds of sh-2 varieties
germinate poorly when soil
temperatures are below 65 degrees F and in dry soils. Plant
the seeds in warm, moist soils
for best results. If necessary,
water after planting to keep
the soil moist and promote
germination.
The sh-2 types must be
isolated from sugary en-

hanced, standard sweet com,
popcorn and field com. Crosspollination between the
,_ J sh-2 types and the se
I.
or standard varieties
will destroy the
quality of both.
The kernels will
be tough and
starchy. Pollen
from field and
popcorn will
produce similar
results. Isolation may be
achieved by
planting sh-2
I
types at least
250 feet from
other types of
com. Crosspolli- nation may
also be avoided by
planting the various
types so they mature at
different times. There should
be a minimum 14 day difference between silking/tasseling dates.
Suggested sh-2 varieties include 'Landmark',
'Candy Store' (bicolor) and
'Sweeter Bi-Far' (bicolor).

The sugary enhanced
(se) varieties produce ears with
sweet, tender kernels. .The
soft kernel pericarps make the
com tender and easier to chew .
The harvest and storage periods of se types are slightly
longer than the standard sweet
corn varieties. They also have
a higher sugar content. -(The
sh-2 varieties possess the longest harvest and storage periods and also have the highest
sugar content.) Seeds of sugary enhanced varieties possess greater vigor and germinate more readily than sh-2
types. It's generally recommended that se varieties be
planted one, week later than
normal sweet corn types.
, Sugary enhanced varieties should be isolated \from
field com and popcorn. Isolation from normal sweet com
varieties is encouraged although not necessary.
Excellent se varieties
include "Seneca Gold-NPearl' (bicolor, early season),
'Calico Belle' (mid-season)
and 'Incredible' (late season).
(DJ)

Anthracnose of Shade Trees

Persistent cool, wet weather has favored the developmentof anthracnose symptoms on sycamore,
ash, maple, oak and elm. Anthracnose
,
symptoms on leaves include
large, irregular shaped,
brown to tan blotches on
leaves. Leaf blotches
on sycamore and
maple typiCally follow' main veins of
the leaf. Blotches
on ash leaflets
can occur anywhere and sometimes twist the
shape of the
leaflet toward
the blotched area
if infection occurs
.is the leaflet is expanding. Blotches
on oak often occur
on or near the leaf margins. Severely infected leaves often fall
from the tree and defoliation can be quite severe.
Most of the anthracnose diseases of shade trees, each

caused by separate species of closel y related fungi, attack only
the leaves. The exception to this pattern is sycamore anthracnose, which also attacks twigs, buds and shoots. The causal
fungus attacks these tissues severely during the early spring,
before bud break. Cool April temperatures favor this attack.
The result of the attack is wilting of leaves and dieback of
shoots and twigs.
With the occasional exception of sycamore anthracnose,
none of the shade trees anthracnose diseases warrants any
more control than to rake up and dispose of the leaves in the
fall. These diseases seldom threaten the long-term health of
trees, so by early to midsummer, new leaves will appear to
replace the fallen ones. Sycamore anthracnose, because it
kills woody tissue, can leave visible damage in the form of
bare, dead twigs. Nevertheless, sycamore anthracllo'seis
seldom dangerous to the long-term health of the tree.
Fungicides can be used to control any anthracnose
disease, but are not recommended unless a high value is placed
on maintaining the tree's appearance during the susceptible
springtime period. Foliar fungicides, such as Benlate, Daconil
2787, liquid lime-sulfur, Bordeaux mixture and other fixed
copper products, are labeled for various shade tree anthracnose diseases. Two to three applications 10 to 14 days apart,
beginning at bud swell, are needed. Remember, these chemical treatments are seldom justified.(MJM)

Care of Spring-Flowering Bulbs
Remove the flower
heads on tulips and daffodils
as soon as the flowers fade.
This prevents the plants from
expending large amounts of
energy in fruit (pod) development. Two to three pounds of
a 5-10-5 or 6-10-4 fertilizer

may be applied to 100 square
feet of bed area after blooming. To preventbuming of the
foliage, wash off any fertilizer which remains on the
leaves. Also, control weeds
which compete with the bulbs
for water and nutrients.
The foliage of the
spring-flowering bulbs should
(Pelargonium species) not be removed until it has
Among the most fragrant of all the plants in the herb garden are the ~ome yellow or brown. The
scented geraniums. These tender shrubby plants grow from two to
four feet Scents are released by hot sun on the leaves or by
touching them. Foliages come in a variety of forms, from small,
delicate fernlike leaves to quite large rounded ones, in man y shades
of green, some with variegations. The flowers of most are small
Ei~r but colorful in shades of rose.
~
The numerous varieties include the following scents: AI, mond (p. quercifolium); Apple (p. odoratissimum); Apricot and
strawberry (p. scabrum); Lemon (P. crispum, P. x limineum);
. ,
Lime (p. nervosum); Peppermint (p. tomentosum); and, Rose (p. capitatum, P. graveolens).
Give the scented geraniums the advantage of full sun. They enjoy light, well-drained
soil that stays slightly dry. However, if too dry, they will shed their lower leaves. Plants in
(,,ootainers need one-half strength fertilizer every two weeks when flowering; monthly during
the rest of the year.
Although many scented geramums have a tendency to get leggy, pinching the growing
tips will help train the plants to grow bushier and fuller. Propagate by root and stem
.
cuttiogs.(MJM)

Scented Geraniums

length of time it takes the
foliage to mature depends on
bulb type, weather and cultural practices. It may not be
until late June for some springflowering bulbs. Premature
removal of plant foliage reduces plant vigor and bulb
size, resulting in fewer flowers next spring. After the
foliage has yellowed, it can
safely be cut off at ground

,~:~

. "-.

!

level and discarded.
If the spring-flowering
bulbs need to be replanted.
carefully dig up the bulbs once
the foliage has died back. The
bulbs can be separated and
replanted immediately. If the
bulbs cannot be planted until
fall, allow them to dry for a
few days then store the bulbs
in a cool, dry, airy location.
(DJ)
'1

Blossom Removal on Strawberries

Beware! Plants Can Be Poisonous

Symptoms from plant
poisonings vary greatly. Some
plants only cause a skin irritation, such as a rash or red,
itching area. Other plants, if
eaten, may cause more serious problems. The serious
:;ymptoms range from nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea to
JIle3rt problems, convulsions,
coma and death. Fortunately,

most plants do not cause severe poisoning.
To prevent plant poisoning from occurring:
1. Teach children not to put
leaves, stems, bark, seeds, nuts
or berries from an unfamiliar
plant into their mouths.
2. Know the botanical name
of your house and yard plants.
3. Keep poisonous house

plants out of reach of all children. Children as young as six,
months like to nibble on plants.
4. Never eat a wild plant or
mushroom unless you are
POSITIVE it is safe to eat.
5. Do not assume a plant is not
poisonous because birds or
other wildlife eat it.
6. Do not rely on cooking to
destroy toxic chemicals.

7. Store bulbs and seeds outof-sight and reach of children.
Ifanyone happens to eat
part of a plant and they show
symptoms that indicate possible poisoning, contact the
Poison Control Center for
Nebraska in Omaha at 1-800955-9119. The extension office does have a factsheet that
lists poisonous plants.(MJM)

_With everbearing and
is essential. During the first'
growing season, all the blos- '. day-neutral strawberries. resoms should be removed from move all blossoms until early
June-bearing strawberries. If July. Any flowers which
the berries are allowed to de- bloom after this period may
velop, they will reduce plant be allowed to develop into
growth,runnerproductionand fruit. The first berries should
next year's crop. Check the ripen in August and continue
plants once a week and re- until frost.
move the blossoms by pinchWhile blossom removal
ing or cutting. Flower pro- may be a difficult chore, garduction should stop by early deners will be rewarded with
July.
higher yields.

ron
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Beware of Chinch Bug Infestation
Alert wheat growers might be observing adult chinch
Before growers plan to plant sorghum into a destroyed
bugs in their wheat, especially in thin stands or thin areas wheat field or near an infested wheat field, they need to
within fields. In the spring, chinch bugs migrate out of thoroughly look for chinch bugs before applying a herbicide
..·..
es. .CRP;;;;.;;;;___th
..at-..w_l;;,;;·Il...I_oc;;,k;;;;,-wthem into planting sorghum later. The best
overwintering habitats (native grass pastures,....ram.·
option might be to plant soybeans, or another
when we have several consecutive days at
70 degrees F. These warm conditions ocbroadleaved crop, that is immune to chinch
curred in early April. Recent studies have
. bug damage.
It is too early to determine the amount
shown that chinch bugs prefer to fly into
thin fields. They congregate into thin spots
of damage chinch bugs will cause this year.
within these fields as compared with heavier
Populations of this pest are influenced greatly
by weather conditions. Chinch bugs seem to
stands of wheal
Several growers have called the exbe on a decline in many areas after problems
peaked in 1989 and 1990. The wet spring of
tension office asking about the best way to
destroy a poor stand of wheat to reduce the
1990 dampened chinch bug populations last
likelihood of chinch bug infestation. In
year,andanticipatedproblemsdidnotemerge
' in many locations. However, recent informost cases, growers want to plant sorghum
. mationfromKansasentomologistsshowthat
in the destroyed wheat. This is a difficult
problem because if the wheat is inadequately
, overwintering chinch bug numbers are higher
., than last year, which was a low -damage year.
destroyed by disking or herbicide, the chinch .
.
Throughout southeastern Nebraska,
bugs will feed on the remaining wheat plants
and lay eggs. The sorghum planted later into this field may wheat generally looks poor due to fall germination problems
be destroyed as it emerges. Entomologists at Kansas State and the cold snap a couple months ago. Because poor wheat
University suggest that a wheat field should be left completely favors chinch bug outbreaks, growers with a decent stand have
fallow for at least three weeks before sorghum is planted. In a reduced risk of having chinch bug problems in their wheat.
an emergency situtation, a grower might apply a soil systemic
As you can tell, there are many factors that affect chinch
insecticide at planting (like Furadan 15G). This will provide bug populations. We will need to wait a couple months to see
about three weeks of protection to the sorghum unless chinch how the situation materializes. (BPS)
bug numbers are very high.

Musk Thistle Control in Alfalfa
Many of the alfalfa fields in Lancaster County have
infestations of musk thistle. This noxious weed in alfalfa not
only reduces hay production and hay quality, it can also be a
major disseminator of musk thistle infestation to-other locations. This dissemination can take place in several ways.
Seeded out musk thistle can have seeds blown over a large
area. Seeds can be spread by manure from livestock that feed
on infested hay. It also can be spread along the entire route
as well as the fmal destination of transported hay. If musk
thistle is allowed to flower in alfalfa, it is almost impossible
to prevent all dissemination possibilities. The best solution is
to prevent musk thistle from flowering in the alfalfa.
Proper timing of mowing is key to control of musk
thistle in infested alfalfa fields. Mowing must be timed prior
to flowering of the musk thistle. This means that the frrst
cutting may have to be a little earlier than nOrIQal. This early
cutting would also aid in pennycress control and would not
lower the hay quality.
You then must be alert to the thistles forming new buds

Look for Leafy Spurge Now
Control Before June 1
Now is the time to scout
your property for leafy spurge.
It should be beginning its flowering phase, showing so~e
yellow color and easy to spot.
All leafy spurge should be
controlled prior to seed development which begins around
June 1.
The Noxious Weed Control Authority will be inspecting all known infestations
prior to May 15. Notices will
be issued to all private landowners and leiters sent to all
publicly-owned land. As a
minimum, landowners will be
expected to keep the plants

from going to seed and not to
disseminate by movement of
infested articles or crops.
Follow-up iQspections
will be made about Jurie 1.
Any infestations not controlled
will be subject to forced control. Any contaminated crop
or article will be quarantined.
This will require the crop or
article to be decontaminated,
if possible, prior to movement
from the premises.
If you have questions on
identification, contact the
Noxious Weed Control Authority (471-7817) or the extension office. (RS/WS)

Proper La·goon Des.-gn
well
S I A nlma
- I '.7
love
'" ast e
Odor Pro b Ie ms

between the first and second cuttings. These plants can be
controlled by severing their roots by hand digging or spot
treatment with ROUJ.ld-up.
The use of fall dormant spraying of Lexone or Sencor
will provide some control. Light tillage operation with a
spring tooth or similar implement that would sever roots of
some of the-rosettes in the fall or spring would also provide some control. You would have to weigh the advantage of
partial musk thistle control with the tillage against possible
Animal waste "lagoons" frequently are targets
damage to the alfalfa crowns.
The Lancaster Noxious Weed Control Authority will of criticism and even lawsuits
provide upon request:
for the odor problems they
1. assistance in developing noxious weed control plans, can create. However, if odor
2. inspection of alfalfa fields prior to harvest to certify is a problem, the culprit probthat they are noxious weed free or if infested, recommenda- ably isn't a lagoon at all, but a
tions on control, and
storage pit. The fact that the
3. inspection of alfalfa hay for the seller or buyer as to embankments are made ofsoil
the presence or absence of noxious weed plant parts. This in both cases doesn't deterinspection could not certify that the hay was noxious weed mine how they function.
The two types of strucfree but could reflect the presence if found in the samples
taken.
tures are very different. As
The Noxious Weed Control Act provides that articles the name implies, a storage
infested with noxious weeds, which would include hay, shall pit is sized only to store the
Each year producers suffer losses from herbicide drift not be moved from premises without the written permission volume of manure and preand volatility. Herbicide drift can be caused by environmen- of the county weed control authority. The solution is to cipitation runoff captured untal factors or improper application techniques.
produce musk thistle free hay, not sell or move infested hay, til it can be pumped out and
Environmental factors such as wind, air temperature and not buy infested hay. (RS)
applied to cropland. The conand temperature inversions often are the most important.
Apply chemicals when wind speeds are low,preferably below
10 mph, and air temperatures are low (75 degrees F). Volatile
herbicides have a greater potential for causing injury as air
and soil temperatures increase. Injury is also greater under
conditions of high relative humidity.
Most beef cow herds
Temperature inversions are another environmental conA cross fence need not
Sub-dividing pastures
cern. Applying a pesticide during a temperature inversion can spend part of each winter graz- with electric cross fences be permanent or use the latest
cause significant off-target pesticide movement. Inversions ing crop residues like corn- gi ves more control of when high-powered electric fence
usually occur early in the morning or late in the afternoon stalks surrounded by electric and where cattle graze. Cross technology. This is especially
when cool air near the soil surface is trapped under a layer of. fence.
fencing will encourage cattle true if the cattle have learned
When spring arrives, to graze areas they normally to respect the electric fencings
warmer air. The pesticide can be suspended in the warm air
layers. Use a small fire or smoke bomb to detect an inversion. producers pull up the electric avoid, it promotes more uni- already on hand. Using existSmoke moving horizontally close to the ground signals an fence surrounding those stalk form and complete use, and it ing fencing provides the
inversion.
fields. But, cattlemen should improves grass health and chance to experiment and deApplication techniques can be adjusted to minimize not be in a hurry to put away vigor by giving it time to rest termine where to place a more
spraydrift. Spiayasclosetothetargetaspossible. Thehigher the fencing materials; elec- and regrow after each graz- permanent fence later. (WS)
the spray is released above the target, the more likely it is to tric fence is the easiest and ing. As a result, grass producmove to non-target plants. Use non-volatile herbicide formu- cheapest way to increase sum- tion and pasture carrying calations when available and keep spray pressures low. The mer pasture production.
pacity will increase.
lower the pressure, the larger the spray droplets, and the less
likelihood of drift. Special nozzle types and spray additives
can reduce the number of fine droplets and thus drift. Leaving
an untreated border strip next to susceptible plants can also
Management programs Animal Damage Control. ofprovide some protection.
for pocket gophers may in- flee at 434-2340. You must
A NebGuide entitled "Spray Drift of Pesticides" (G90- volve both biological and cul- have a current EPA pesticide
Since horses tend to spot
1001) is available at the University of Nebraska Cooperative tural control practices, as well certification number to ob- graze and are more picky
Extension in Lancaster County. (DV)
as direct control via toxicants tain this material.
about what they will eat, these
~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~ and fumigants. Landowners
Fumigants are not very characteristics should be
who choose to control pocket effective in pocket gopher
gophers with toxicants have control because of the length
of the tunnel systems and beseveral choices.
Zincphosphide,strych- havior of pocket gophers.
nine and chlorophacinone are Registered fumigants include
legal for underground appli- aluminum phosphide, carbon
cation to pocket gopher bur- disulfide,carbontetrachloride
rows and are available as and gas cartridges.
treated grain baits. Zinc phosRemember that there
phide and strychnine are re- are several methods, other
strictedusepesticidesandcan than toxicants, that can be
be used in a mechanical bur- used to control pocket gorow builder. Zinc phosphide phers. Consider using an inIII:-~ in small amounts is available tegrated approach that in'.====J---as a general use pesticide. eludes grazing management,
Chlorophacinone is only reg-- cultural control, and trapping
istered for hand baiting. as well as toxicants, to control
Diphacinone is available in a the damage caused by these
day
taken into account when plantweather resistant wax bar to animals.
be hand placed into the burFor more information, ing new horse pastures for the
7 days a week
row.
you can read the following growing number of pleasure,
Grain
sorghum
baits
NebGuide, "Pocket Gophers show and work animals.
300-2400 baud~
Two popular horse
treated with strychnine are andTheirControl"(G76-319).
available through the local (WS)

Limit Herbicide Drift

Cross Fencleng Can Improve
Pasture Productivity

centration of organic matter is
high, so little breakdown occurs and odors become a problem.
A properly designed lagoon is sized to dilute the
manure to a level where both
anaerobic and aerobic breakdown c,an occur. Odors are
almost never produced, except
perhaps for a week or so in the
spring right after the ice melts.
To work properly, a lagoon must be designed and
built to the correct size. Then,
inflow must be carefully monitored so that manure can be
diluted for breakdown.
An adequate lagoon may
be somewhat more expensive
to build than an inadequate
pit. But, lagoons are much
cheaper in the long run, especially when the costs of defending againslcomplaints and
even lawsuits are considered.
More information on lagoon construction is providedin the "Livestock Waste Facilities Handbook" published
by the Midwest Plan Service.
The handbook is available
through the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension
in Lancaster County. (DV)

Pocket Gopher -Control

NEBLINE RBBS
471-7149

[§]
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.,

24 hours a

~

grasses are timothy and Kentucky bluegrass. Unfortunately, these cool-season
grasses tend to be low producers and lack persistence in Nebraska. A better choice for
Nebraska is a mixture of
orchardgrass and smooth bromegrass. Add a little red clover and alfalfa to the mixture .
for an excellent feed source.
Native warm-season
grasses also can provide good
summerhorsepasture. Warmseason grasses preferred by
horses include blue grama, big
bluestem, sand bluestem,
sideoats grama, sand lovegrass
and indiangrass. Plant a mixture of three to five of these
for a good summer grazing.
Avoid switchgrass and
little bluestem. Horses do not
graze these grasses well. However, these two grasses make
good horse hay if harvested
before maturity. (WS)

Lancas~er's

Delegates
Selected for NCHEC

Food Preservation
Update Set for May 20th

Five delegates will represent Lancaster County Home
Extension Clubs at the annual convention of the Nebraska
Council of Home Extension Clubs, Inc. in McCook. Convention dates are June 3, 4 and 5. Delegates are Carole Doeschot,
county council chair person, Ann Meier, a member of the
49'ers Extension Club, Bernice Wagner, Beltline Extension
Club, Lucile Heusinkvelt, Kramer Extension Club and Joy
Kruse of the Friendship Chain Extension Club. Donna
DeShon, a member of the 49'ers Extension Club, was selected
Save Energy on Vacations equivalent to leaving six lights as an alternate.
Any extension club member may attend the convention.
When planning a -long on. (LB)
trip or just leaving home for
--------~i For registration materials; please call 4 71-71S0. Registration
the weekend, avoid spending
*REMINDER* ,deadlineisMay4. No registrations will be accepted after May
money on energy used in a
,Persons holding tickets for lIS. (EW)
vacant house.
Unplug television sets. the June 10th performance I
The instant on feature uses of "Sound of Music" at the
electricity even though the Lincoln Community Playhouse are asked to be in
Packets of activities for preschool age children have
set is turned off.
Tum your water heater "their seats by 7:50p.m. Pre- been published by the Department of Home Economics of the
down to the lowest setting. sentation of scholarship Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center. Each
Most of the energy for water awards will be made by packetcontainssixsetsoffivecards,enoughideasforaperiod
heating is used in maintain- Nancy DeVries, chair- of six weeks. Each card lists activities to teach a specific
ing the temperature in the woman of the scholarship lesson, to build self-confidence and to help the child learn
holding tank. Lowering that and education committee of. through using the five senses. A parent's manual is included.
These packets will be especially useful to parents,
temperature can save energy. theLancasterCountyCounIf you have a water bed, cit of Home Extension· nursery school teachers, and child care providers. They are
unplug the heater. The heater Clubs,beforetheSp.m.per- suitable to give as gifts.
Cost per packet is $2.50 (includes tax) ifpicked up at the
can consume up to 400 watts formance. (EW)
extension office or $4.25 (includes tax, postage and handling)
of electricity a day which is
if mailed. Please make checks payable to Cooperative
Extension in Lancast~r County. (EW)

Tip of the Month'

'I
i,

Educational
Activities for Preschoolers

I

Mother's Day, May 10th
RemelDber Mom

Once a year we set aside
aday to honor Mothers. That's
pretty special bot.•. how
aboutsomeidr$ tomake
Mother remembered
.and special tbroughout the year.
* Insteadof
a dozen roses,
bow about giving
one each month of
the year?
* Perhaps she'd
like a series of tickets to
plays or a coupon booklet for
a local store.
* IOUs for occasional
"grown-up only"luncb dates
may be appreciated.
* For the mother with
young children, make a promise to babysit one night a
month and keep it!

* Promise to bring dinnerinonenightamonth. This
can beahomemadepromise cooked by Dad or he
can bring home some
"take out" food.
* Plan afamily
outing eacb month
to the zoo, park,
museum, etc.
* A gift certificate for a hair
appointment.
* Purcbaseannual
or perennial pJaJits and plant
them for her.
* Be creative and show
caring. That's what is really
importaIit. It is the thought
thatcouots! Remembertosay
I Love You and Thank You.
(LB)

Home Business

Start Up Steps
Once you have made a
decision to proceed with a
home business, keep these
start up steps in mind.
Selectabusiness. This
isusuallyasix-tonine-month
process.
Develop your business
plan. This will provide for
successful start up and con-'
tinued operation of your business.
Deal with the legalities.
Check your zoning; determine
the form of business; select
and register your business
name; obtain and file needed
licenses, permits and registrations.
Create your financial
structure. Establish a business bank account and credit;
set up Y9ur bookkeeping and
accounting systems; get
needed insurance.
Set up your office. Select an adequate location in
your bome; get needed equipment and supplies, cbeck on
telephone and mail service.
Order business stationery which might include
business cards, stationery,
billing statements and other
necessary material.
Establish your work
schedule, customer relations
policies and start marketing
your business.

about starting a business, you
can contact the One-Stop
Business Assistance Center at
the Nebraska Department of
Economic Development,
(402) 471-3782 or 800-4266505.
Also, you can check
with the Nebraska Business
Development Center, 472335S. (AH)

Home
economists
Esther Wyant, extension
agent, and Lorene Bartos,
extension assistant, will
present a seminaron foodpreservation on Wednesday, May
20, at 9:30 a.m. and repeated
at7:30p.m. The seminar will
include infonnation on canning, freezing, dehydrating,
pickling and jams and jellies.
Time will be provided to answer questions from class participants.
This update will be of
value to both beginning and
experienced food preservers.
Learning why certain procedures are recommended and
then following research-based
recommendations will insure
safety and keeping quality of
the food product. This seminar will not include a canning
demonstration but canning
equipment will be discussed.
Persons interested in
enrolling in the seminar are
asked to preregister by phoning 471-71S0. There is no

registration fee.
Information presented
on home canning will be based
on the new U.S.D.A. "Complete Guide to Home Canning"
which is the most up-to-date,
researched canning information available. The "Complete Guide to Home Canning"
contains infonnation about selecting, preparing and canning
fruits, vegetables, poultry, red
meats, seafoods, jellies, jams,
fennented and pickled foods.
Itinc1udes seven chapters with
more than 100 recipes and instructions for both boiling
water and pressure canning
methods. It is 8 1/2 by 11
inches and punched for placement in a three-ring notebook.
To obtain your own copy of
the canning guide, send a check
in the amount of $11 made
payable to Superintendent of
Documents, and mail to Consumer Information, DepartmentI6SV,Pueblo,COS1009.
Do not send stamps as payment. (EW)

Take The Challenge: Be a Leaner Eater
Regular and Reduced-Fat Milk (1 Cup)
Grams of Fat Calories % Calories From Fat
S
150
4S%
Whole
2%or
120
37%
5
low-fat
Skim or
so
less than 3%
trace
nonfat

Challenge Seven: Moo've It Down
The following is part of a year long continuing series
on healthy eating. It is based on materials developed by
Nebraska Project Lean.
Dairy products are a good source of vitamins and
protein. They are also the main source of dietary calcium.
Calcium is an essential nutrient that strengthens bones, so
dairy products sbould not be excluded from your diet.
Adults need 800 milligrams of calcium each day; this
amount of calcium is found in about 2 1tl cups of milk.
When diets are low in this mineral, weak bones
(osteoporosis) can develop. When diets exclude dairy
products, care must be taken to be sure enough calcium is
taken. Compare the calcium content of some dairy products with broccoli, one of the most calcium-ricb nondairy
foods:
Milligrams of Calcium
2% milk (1 cup)
. 297 mg
Cheddar cheese (1 ounce)
206 mg
Low-fat yogurt (S ounces)
415 mg
Broccoli (ltl cup)
88 mg

Other Dairy Products
Some dairy products are poor sources of calcium and
other nutrients, but very bigh in fat. The following chart
shows high-fat, low-nutrient dairy foods.
Other Dairy Products (1 Tablespoon)
Milligrams
Grams
% Calories
of Calcium
of Fat
from Fat
15
2.5
86%
Sour cream
4.5
90%
Cream cheese 11
3
11
100%
Butter
Neufchatel
75%
3
10
cheese

Besides being high in calcium, dairy products also
contain fat. The good news is that many lower-fat and
reduced fat versions are available. Skim/nonfat, 1% and
2%/Iow-fat are low-fat versions of whole milk; some of the
natural fat has been removed.
.
Cheese
Some cheese manufacturers offer lower-fat cheeses.
You can identify these by terms such as low-fat and light.
But beware, even the reduced-fat cheeses can still have fat.
It is a good idea to read the label to find out just how much
fat is in the cheese you choose. Look for a cheese that has
six or less grams of fat per ounce.
Milk
The following chart compares regular and lower-fat
versions of milk. The best milk choices are skim/nonfat
and 2%/Iow-fat. To keep calcium high and fat low, choose
two foods from this category each day.

Do You Have A Gradu~tion Party
or A Wedding Coming Up?

Planning and creativity are basic to successful entertaining. Entertaining is fun when details are taken care of and
things go according to plan.
Extension can be a source of help in making plans and
decisionsforgraduation parties, showers, wedding receptions
or family reunions. Home economists on staff can provide
information on amounts of food to purchase or prepare for the
number of persons on your guest list; give suggestions for
menus or refreshments; or suggest creative touches to belp
make your party a memorable occasion.
"Entertaining With Ease" , a publication on entertaining
at home, includes infonnation on planning, styles of serving
and special effects, such as garnishes, napkin folds and table
decorations. You will tmd copies of this free publication in
the bulletin rack in the lobby of the extension office. "Cooking for Small Groups" (AlB No. 370) is a booklet which has
menu suggestions and recipes. The recipes yield 25 servings
but you can adjust them for 15 to 50 servings .. Calories per
serving are given for each recipe. A limited number of these
booklets are available and may be picked up at the extension
office.
If you have specific questions on planning for a large
group, please contact an extension home economist by phonFor more information ing1-71-71S0. (EW)

High-fat, low-nutrient foods like those listed above
should be eaten less often or in smaller portion sizes.
For your information, margarine has the same amount
of fat and calories as butter (36 calories per teaspoon).
Margarine is lower in saturated fat when compared to
butter.
Challenge:
1. Check the dairy products (cheese, milk,. cream
cheese, yogurt) in your own refrigerator to see if they are '
low -fat, non-fat, or regular dairy products. List each dairy
product and the type on the lines below. If the tenns lowfat, non-fat or light are not on the label, the dairy product
is not a reduced-fat food. What changes can you make?
Dairy Product
Type
Change
2. Which type of milk is lowest in fat?
WjUOujwPlS -
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Recycling Tips
Glass
Why can't light
bulbs, window glass and cof.fee mugs go in with other
glass? Light bulbs, glassware,
ceramic and window glass are
each made in a different manner. Light bulbs are made
with an excess of soda ash.
Ceramics are made from tme
rock particles and window
glass may have a frosting or
special film. A temperature
of 2,600 degrees will melt
recycled glass, but it can't
melt particles of a broken tea
cup, for example. So particles of tea-cup chips might
end up as white clumps in a
new jar. In the Lincoln area,
only clear and colored glass
are accepted for recycling.

such as pie plates, food trays,
clean aluminum foil, house
siding and window and door
frames can theoretically be
melted down and reformed.
However aluminum products
such as these may be different
alloys and aluminum is recycled alloy to alloy. The
alloy in cans is used in new
cans, and aluminum saucepans become new pans. So
not every dealer accepts every alloy. Locally, only aluminum cans are accepted for
recycling.

Other Paper
Catalogs, books. cardboard, phone directories,
magazines, excess paper bags
and other types of mail are not
accepted in most programs
with recycled newspaper.
Aluminum
Most aluminum items Although some recycling

mills can accommodate papers with a glossy clay coating or glue, most can't. So it
depends on which mill the recycled newspaper goes to.
Adding paper that is not accepted by your recycling program can cause contamination and make it difficult for
the recycling program to market the paper. Locally only
newspapers and telephone directories are accepted. Please
tie newspapers with string or
stack them fu a paper bag because small amounts of these
wrappings are compatible
with the paper mill process.
Source: The Environment: It's Ours To Protect,
Vol. 4, April 1992. A Project
of Nebraska Home Extension
.Clubs. (EW)

The Cornell Survey - Investigating How
Consumers Prepare Food at Home
For over a year, Dr. Robert Gravani and a team of
researchers at Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., have been
investigating what consumers know about food safety and
.how they handle food at home.
More that 850 households completed a 49-question
survey the researchers mailed out nationwide.
"The results were somewhat surprising," said Gravani.
"First, we found that higher education doesn't necessarily
correspond to better test scores." Scores rose with educational
levels through two years of college then fell with further
education. Could this be because those with advanced
degrees spend less time cooking?
"Second," Gravani said, "we found that someone may
know something in theory but not be able to put that knowledge -into practice." In other words, consumers need to
understand both the reasons behind safe food handling rules
and how to handle food properly in real-life situations.
How theoretical/practical is your knowledge of safe
food handling?
Try these questions from the Cornell survey. Then we'l1
tell you how the respondents answered and what the correct
answers are.
Test Yourself - Sample Questions from the
Cornell Survey
Circle one answer
1. How concerned would you be about uncooked,
unfrozen meat or poultry being left at room temperature for
over four hours?
Very concerned, concerned, not concerned, not sure
2. Salmonella is most likely associated with ... ?
Canned foods, infected cuts on the hand, undercooked
pork, raw eggs and poultry, not familiar with term "salmonella"
3. Do you ever eat foods that contain raw uncooked
eggs, such as cookie batter, Casesar salad, homemade eggnog,
homemade mayonnaise or homemade ice cream?
Yes, no, not sure
4. If you suspected that a food might cause foodborne
-. illness would you taste it to determine its safety?

Yes, no, not sure
And the answers are...
1. Over 80 percent surveyed would be very concerned
or concerned about the safety of meat and poultry (cooked)
left unrefrigerated over four hours. The maximum time
perishable food can be left out is two hours.
2. Seventy-four percent of those surveyed knew that
salmonella is most likely associated with raw eggs and
poultry. Generally, botulism is associated with canned foods,
staphylococcus with infected skin cuts and trichinosis with
undercooked pork. Recently Salmonella enteritidis has been
found in some raw eggs and various types of salmonella have
been found in raw poultry.
3. Although consumers seeme<;l to know the defmition
of salmonella, 42 percent would eat foods containing raw
eggs. There has recently been a rise in S. enteritidis infections, so don't eat raw eggs or foods containing raw or
.
undercooked eggs.
4. NEVER, never taste suspect food to determine its
safety. While 85 percent of respondents answered this
question correctly, we still worry about those folks who could
get very sick ingesting contaminated food. It takes only the
smallest exposure to botulinal toxin. the cause of botulism ,for
instance. to produce severe health problems.

r----------------------------.
En joy Asparagus
I

An appetizer to serve at a spring party or family gettogether comes to us by way of Helen A. Mika, Lincoln homemaker
and marvelous cook.

~s~!:"!.~eSbr!~~7;i~~'If,!;II;
1 (3 oz.) packag~:(::Biue ¢lj~es·e::\:}\::/:
1 (8 oz.) pac.t~g~:: cr~~\:chee~~~f
4 dashes worche:st.ershlre· saude

;~41;;1i~:~~rcl~;ii;~co~~:~j

if

fresh)

Trim crust ~d use roll,i:pq pih:··:to.::f.iatten bread. Blend Blue
Cheese, cream tc~~ese aJ:lQt/Worchest.~rshire sauce to workable
consistency. \$p:r~ad,:.:::~~hly on~~fch slice of bread. Drain
asparagus on pap~~::tt:ow~:ls::.. ROII._:::ohe spear of asparagus in each
slice of bread. ··bIp ir(·.butte.t;::/fo coat evenly or brush butter
evenly over roll. Place:::pp cQokie sheet side by s~de, seam side
down. Bake at 350 degreesi:::f5 to 20 minutes, or until browned
and crisp. Cut in 1/3's and serve hot. The roll ups may be
frozen before cooking by placing on cookie sheet until frozen
and then place in freezer bags. When ready to serve, take out
of freezer, slice into 1/3's and bake at 400 degrees for 10
minutes, then reduce heat to 350 degrees for another 15 to 20
minutes.
Makes 60 appetizers.
Variations: Sprinkle Bacon Bits on asparagus before rolling
up. May sprinkle Parmesan cheese on top before baking. (EW)

~----------------------------~

EFNEP CAN HELP

Imagine, ifyou will, that
you have just returned home
with a bag full of the following
foods; farina, powdered dry
eggs, instant potatoes, canned
pork, dried milk, evaporated
milk, a few cans of vegetables,
a few cans of purple plums,
some canned juice, a bag of
rice, five pounds of cornmeal
and a five pound block of
cheese. Would you know what
farina was? Would you know
how to prepare and serve the
foods in ways which tasted
good and looked appealing to
yourfamily? Would you know
how to store them to preserve
their quality? Each day the
Commodity Supplemental
Food Program (CSFP) distributes these kinds of foods to
'families with children ages five
and under or to pregnant or
lactating women. All of the
foods are high quality, nutritious foods but often go unused
or underused because clients
1ackknowledgeabouttheiruse.
The Expanded Food and
Nutrition Education Program
(EFNEP) advisors work very

closely with CSFP personnel
to alleviate this problem.
Monthly demoftstrations are
held at CSFP in which nutrition
advisors prepare, show and
have -CSFP recipients taste
foods which have been prepared with the commodity
foods. Frequently heard comments at these programs include:"Ican'tbelieveyoumade
that with dry milk", or "Is that
really pork?" Timely tips on
how to mix the dry egg solids
successfully, how to prepare
pork in ways that make it more
usable, and ways to substitute
commodity foods in recipes are
examples of topics included in
each of these sessions.
Once CSFP clients have
actually seen and tasted commodity foods prepared in ap~g ways, they are much
more likely to go home and use
these sometimes unfamiliar
foods. They are also more
likely to store the foods in ways
which enhance the continued
quality of the food. As a result
ofEFNEP's involvement with
CSFP, families in ourcommu-

Certificates will be presented at the Home Extension
Club Achievement Day program on Monday, October 26 to
clubs and club members who have reached a membership
milestone. Club members who are eligibJe for 25 and 50 years
of membership in a home extension club are asked to notify
Lorene Bartos, extension assistant, home economics, at 4717180.
Clubs that have recently celebrated. or will be celebrating, 50 years of continuous organization will also be recognized provided the office is notified. (EW)

Hugs are Special!
Did you know that every buma,n being needs:

-Four hugs daily merely to survive.
-Eight hugs daily to maintain oneself at a particular
emotional level.
-Twelve hugs daily to grow and become a better person.

Other findings?
Good: Fifty-three percent of consumers surveyed knew
that both knife and cutting board should be washed with soap
and water after being used to cut fresh meat and before All of us like to be told we are a special person. We can often
chopping vegetables.
help people grow more by telling them what we like instead
Bad: Over 50 percent of respondents would refrigerate of what we dislike.
a large quantity of leftover stew in a deep container. This can Why not give a ''hug'' by•••
allow foodborne bacteria to grow in the inner portion of stew,
-Sending them a note
which will take some time to cool. It's better to divide large
-Stopping by their home
portions ofleftovers into smaller storage containers for quick
-Sharing something
cooling.
-Visiting with them
-caIling them by name
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture Food Safety
-Attending other activities in which they participate
and Inspection Service (AH)
-Smiling
-Listening when they talk

;
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Membership Awards Presented

nity are able to enhance the
health of family members
through improved nutrition.
If you would like more
information about using commodity foods or know ofsomeone who might,.contact:

EFNEP

University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension
- in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road
Lincoln, NE 68528
471-7180
(1..1)

Homemaker
to Visit

Hugging:
-Feels good
-Dispels loneliness
-Overcomes tears
-Opens doors to feeling
-Builds self-esteem
-Slows down aging (Buggers stay younger longer!)
-Helps curb appetite \We eat less when we are nourished by hugs and when our arms are busy wrapped
around others.)

Carmen Otero, Puerto
Rico, will visit Nebraska for
two weeks through the Homemaker Exchange Program of
the NebraskaCouncil of Home
Extension Clubs, Inc. Carole
Doeschot, Hickman, chair of
the Lancaster County Council of Home Extension Clubs, Hugging also:
-Eases tension
will host the visitor on May 28
-Fights insomnia
and 29. An informal recep-Keeps arm and shoulder muscles in condition
tion will be held at the
-Is energy efficient. saves heat. is portable
Lancaster Extension Confer-Requires no special equipment
ence Center, 444 Cherrycreek
-Makes happy days happier
Road, Lincoln, at 3 p.m. on
-Makes impossible days possible
Friday, May 29. Extension
club members interested in
visiting with Mrs. Otero are Have you hugged a special person today?
(l..B)
welcome to attend (EW)

r----------------------------·
This is the recipe reqUested by home extension club members
attending the March council meeting. Thanks to Darlene Knoche
for sharing your Peanut Butterfinger Bar recipe.

Peanut Butterfinger Bars

1 cup butter or margarine
1 cup plus 2 tablespoons white sugar
1 cup plus 2 tablespoons brown sugar
2 eggs
1/4 cup water
1 cup plus 1 1/2 tablespoons peanut butter
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 cups flour
2 1/2 cups oatmeal
1 cup powdered sugar
1/3 cup peanut butter
2 to 3 tablespoons war.m milk or hot water
Cream together butter and sugars. Add eggs, water, peanut
butter, salt baking powder, vanilla, flour and oatmeal. Bake in
jelly roll pan or cookie sheet, 15 1/2 x 10 1/2 x 1 inch, at 350
degrees for 20 to 25 minutes. Make frosting using the powdered
sugar, peanut butter, and milk or water, mixing together. Frost
bars while war.m. We like chunky peanut butter.
(LB)
•

~---------------------------Set Priorities for Greatest Savings
"I realized my mostcherisheddesires by defending them
from iny casual wishes."
Source: ·1r.heRichest~in
Babylon"
It's not the level of your
income but whether you spend
less than you make that determines your financial status. As
oneposter' stated, "Ifyour outgo
exceeds your income. your
upkeepwill be your downfall!"
There are three general
categories of expenses:
• &sential expenses: necessary to life; e.g. food, clothing,

shelter.
• Optional expenses: could
live without; e.g. VCR, gifts,
phone.
• Wasted expenses: a waste
of money; e.g. fee because a
check bounced, penalty on late
payment of taxes.
Try keeping a record of
your expenses for one month
and determine into which category they fall. Then, decide
which are your major priorities
and whether you could omit
some expenses.
consider
Second,

whether you could reduce your
costs in any areas you consider
importanL For example, could
your family eat ata less expensive restaurant? Can you develop a mix-match wardrobe
and get by with fewer clothes?
Would refinancing your house
be a good fmancial move?
For more information
aboutschedulingatalkforyour
group or organization on "Getting Control of Your Money,"
call Alice Henneman at Cooperative Extension, 471-7180.
(AH)
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How to Exhibit

6>Practice Style Revue is set for Wednesday, June
24, 1:30 p.m. 4-H members wanting to learn
more about modeling at the county fair are invited to attend. Decorate Your Duds members
can enter the sty Ie revue this year. Sewing for Fun
members are welcome to attend even though
there is no contest category.
6JThere is still time to sign up for 4-H camps but
some camps (Summer Safari, Wet-n-Wild, First
Timers) are filling fast, so get your registration in
themail early!
~Be sure you've added this date to your 4-H
calendar - Thursday, July 16 - Home Economics
General and Horticulture Judging Contests.
~Have you always wanted to sing or dance for an
audience? There's still time to prepare for the
foot-tapping, finger-snapping event of the 1992
Lancaster County Fair - the Music Contest!!
Create a dance or select a few songs and join in
the fun on July 31. All4-H clubs are welcome to
participate. Watch for more information in the
NEBLINE.

4-0 Leaders Make
a Difference
Why are you a 4-H
leader? Because you truly
believe you can make a difference in a young person's life.
Maybe you volunteered or
maybe you were asked, but
you agreed to invest yourself
in something you believe in:
kids. You accepted the challenge to grow in knowledge
and skills yourself while-providing a nurturing environment where kids can blossom.
You put up with hassles, lost
sleep and changed schedules.
You did things you never
thought you could do and tried
things you'll probably never
- try again.

But not as proud as you.
Nothing can describe your
feelings when your kids finished projects;completed dig,.
plays, performed for a community function or went to
state fair.
Maybe you don't hear
many "thank you 's"- though
they may come later. You are
satisfied with yourself, because you know you have the
most important job in the
world: you're shaping tomorrow by serving young-people
today.
(MK)

Somewhere along the
line, you began to notice the
changes. Young people were
-walking taller and they seemed
surer, more confident. They
tried harder and weren't as
afraid to fail. They were a
little kinder to each other and
more tolerant of differences.
They made things and did
things and were proud.

Practice
Judging Set
Thursday, June 4, 1 p.m.
is the time! We hope to see
lots of4-H members who want
to learn "how to's" in the4-H
The 4-H Flames Club decided to experiment with color in the "Create Your Comer"
home economics or general
judging contests. This pracproject by making tye~yed T-shirts. Some members of the group and leaders, Marilyn
tice is designed for beginning
Shea and Patty Selig, show off the results of their experiment at the Kiwanis Karnival.
level 4-H members or those
Members pictured include Molly Marvel, Nicole Davis, Dena Wolfe, Kelli Shea, Beth
who have never participated
Carlson, Carrie Timmerman and Jessica Sprouse. (MK)
in the contest and their leaders. This practice session will
give an opportunity to judge
and give reasons just as you
actually would at the contest
Entries for the 4-H by Jennifer Faig from available at the extension of(July 16). If leaders or 4-H
members have questions, county market broiler project Gresham, NE. The pen pf ficeandaredueJune 15. 4-H
pleasecontactMarilee. (MK) are due May 15. Birds are to five broilers brought a record members will purchase 25
broiler chicks for approxibe picked up June 12. Partici- price of $2,600.
The Ak-Sar-Ben show mately $.55 each from which
pants will purchase 20 chicks
at a cost of approximately $11 is open to any 4-H member, they will pick their pen of five
and show a pen of three at the 10 years of age or older by for Ak-Sar-Ben this fall. The
4-H sheep need to be county fair.
January 1, and they do not birds for the Ak-Sar-Ben show
tagged by June 15. The 4-H
4-H/FFA poultry check- need to have a poultry project will come from Norfolk
sheep tagging dates are Satur- in this year will be Wednes- to be eligible.
Hatchery and will be availday, May 30,9 a.m.-12 p.m. day, August 5, 10 a.m. to 12
Entry forms for the Ak- able shortly after county fair.
and Monday, June 15,4-6p.m. p.m. Show time will be Sar-Ben Broiler Contest are (OS)
at the 4-H sheep barn at State Wednesday, August 5, 6 p.m.
Fair Park. All market lambs and birds will be released Friand commercial breeding day evening.
ewes must be tagged. All
The county fair contest
Beef, sheep, swine, dairycattle, dairy goat, bucket calf
registered ewes require two would be a good warm-up for and rabbit identifications are.due in the extension office by .
ear tags; one herd tag and one this year's Ak-Sar-Ben June IS. The livestock ownership affidavits mustbefilledout
4- H tag. A scale will be avail- Broiler Show held the latter completely. Contact your club leaders for ID tags for feeder
able during tagging for 4-H part of September. At Ak-:- calves. Breeding heifers must be tattooed. Individual animals
and FFA market lambs that Sar-Ben, each exhibitor shows may not be enr911ed as both market and breeding. If you have
will be in the county rate-of- a pen of five broilers. The questions about how 4-H -livestock needs to be tagged or
gain contest.
object is to have five birds as tattooed, contact Y9ur club leader or the extension office. (OS)
Each exhibitor may evenly matched as possible.
show a maximum of five
The 1991 Ale-Sar-Ben
breeding or market animals at Show featured 73 pens of
the Lancaster County Fair. No broilers. The top five pens
Entryfeesfor 1992 Ak-Sar-Ben will be:
individual sheep may be iden- were sold at auction at the
$10 Beef and Dairy
tified or shown as both a breed- conclusion of the show. The
$5 Horse
ingandamarketanimal.(DS) winning 1991 pen was shown
$7 Sheep and Swine
$2 Broilers
There will not be a bedding charge deducted from premiums
in 1992. Bedding will be provided for beef, sheep, swine and
dairy. The cost is included in the increased entry fees. (OS)

4-0 Market Broilers

Sheep ID's

4-H Livestock ID's due June 15

Ak-Sar-Ben Changes for 1992

Youth Making a Difference
July 8-10, 1992 • University of Nebraska-Uncoln
• Explore career opportunities!
• Make friends!
• Visit the UNL campns!
• Choose from more than 65 learnshops and career tours!
• Have lots of fun!

VO*rs

Exciting learnshops!
ExpoVisions is a 4-H sponsored educational and leadership program designed for junior and
senior high students. You can experiment and explore different career possibilities through
"Ieamshops," sessions that allow you to learn by doing and hands-<>n activities. 1992leamshops
allow you to explore new interests and career opportunities. Leamshops for this year include:
• How to successfully interview for jobs in JDa98 media • mvIAIDS prevention sIdlIs
• Global visions: DUJerent yet allke
• Bug guts
• Olooalng a career In the '9Os
• Swing and country dance

.:;::..

"Volunteers: A Symphony of Service" has been
the theme of the 1992 National Volunteer Week, April
26 through May 2. In Nebraska, 17,498 volunteers
have joined the "symphony".
Just over 84 percent of those
volunteers are adults, while
nearly 16 percent are youth,
learning leadership skills the
4-H way - by doing. Nearly
71 percent of 4-H volunteers
work directly with kids as
club, special interest or school
enrichment leaders. Twentynine percent of 4-H volunteers work to plan, coordinate, manage and make decisions about 4-H programming.
Special thanks to the volunteersofLancasterCountywho
are always working "to make
the best better". (MK)

-Leaders, parents, older
4-H members - join us on
Tuesday, May 19 at either
9:30 a.m. or 7 p.m. and learn
"How to Exhibit". at the 1992
Lancaster County Fair. We'll
update you on county fair including whatajudgelooks for
in an exhibit, how to display
items and how to fill out entry
tags and forms. Because of
the many changes in the foods
area, we'll highlight possible
exhibits and suggestions in
those projects. -All areas, except livestock, will be covered. For more information,
call Marilee at 471-7180.
(MK)

What otJaer kids say about ExpOVisions:
"ExpoVlSions is a good way to meet new "ExpoVlSions is a great experiencefriends, learn about different things, and
you learn many new things, go
get a feel of the campus and college life."
places, and meet many friends."
92 percent of past participants said they'd recommend it to a friend! If you would
like to receive a 1992 catalog with a descriptive listing of activities, fill out your
name below. If you know a friend who would like ExpoVisions, add his or her
name also.

Mark your calendar! .
You won't want to miss ExpoVisions 1992 at UNL This year, we've
planned more than 65 exciting Jeamshops and career tours,
evening parties, dances, eating out o[}{he-town, leadership
opportunities, a chance to experience donn living, and lots
more fun for only $110. Pian now to attend!

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -;>c:g--- - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - - - -YFS! I am excited about the 1992 ExpoVisions!

o

Please send me a catalog.

0

Please send my friend a catalog, too.

NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

OTY/STATE/ZIP

OTY/STATE/ZIP

Trail Qualification Training
4-H horse project members who have not been certified
to ride in competitive trail riding activities must meet certain
training requirements before entering this event at the 1992
Lancaster County Fair. To obtain beginning level 1 certification, 4-H members must complete two training requirements.
One requirement is to complete one of two trail rides scheduled on April 26 and May 17, and the second is to satisfactorily
complete the trail safety clinic scheduled for May 5.
Those 4-H members who completed the level 1 training
requirements in 1991 must also complete certain training
requirements this year to be eligible to enter the 1992 Lancaster County Fair Competitive Trail Competition. This will
involve satisfactory completion of at least one of four trail
rides listed below:
April 26 Twin Lakes WMA - Pleasant Dale
May 17
Branched Oak WMA - Raymond
June 13
Branclied Oak WMA - Raymond
Oak Glenn WMA - Garland
June 28
The Lancaster County 4-H Horse VIPS Committee has set the
following criteria for advancement levels beginning in 1993:
A safety and animal handling clinic
must be attended by the 4-H
member.
Intermediate (Level 2) Completion of three trail rides as
designated by the Trail Blitz Com
mittee. Note: Observation of 4-H
members competing will be made
by qualified trail examiners.
Completion of a state level4-H
Advanced (Level 3)
competitive trail rideoraNAmAC
sanctioned competitive trail ride
and -successful completion of a
written questionnaire. (WS)

Beginning (Levell)
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Thinking About a Demo?
Seventy-three youth participated in theLancaster County
4-H Speech Contest this year. Speeches were given by 27
novice, 33 junior,S intermediate and 8 senior participants.
4-H demonstrations and speeches are two of the most
valuable activities that youth can participate in and leaders
and parents need to do everything possible to encourage more
4-H members to give speeches and demonstrations.
Every leader should nudge their 4-H members toward
preparing and delivering speeches and demonstrations at club
meetings, as well as the county contests.
The speech contest is over for this year, but it is time to
start thinking about preparing demonstrations for the county
fair.
Did you know that there is a place provided for giving
live animal demonstrations at the fair? Keep this in mind as
you brainstorm at your next 4-H club meeting to come up with
The IstAnnualNiobrara
demonstration topics for everyone. (OS)
River Canoe Excursion is
coming June 28-July I! Teens
13 years and older can join
this special trip. It begins at
the Eastern Nebraska 4-H
Hot Shots, the national photography institute, is back Center and explores the Disfor 1992. It is for all youth ages 14-19 and will be held August mal River area at Halsey with
8-13 at the National4-H Center. Young people will shadow canoeing on the Niobrara
the pros and learn how to take the kind of pictures we see in downstream from Valentine.
magazines. Hot Shots begins on Saturday this year so people
Registration fee incan lower their airfare expenses.
cludes transportation, canoes,
The program includes:
camping equipment~ food,
o mentoring and critiques by professionals
insurance and experienced
o a night shoot
o an images shoot in Georgetown, D.C:s oldest and most leadership. The excursion is
limited to 18 campers with
prestigious neighborhood
registrations received at camp
monuments at dawn
by May 15. 4-H membership
o a visit to National Geographic
is not a requirement to attend.
o "professional edge" workshops
This could be the summer
o special guest photographer
The price is $669 for a double-bunk room and $699 for adventure you're looking for!
a twin room. The price includes tuition, lodging, all break- (MK)
fasts and al1.but one dinner.
Interested individuals may be placed on a mailing list by
sending their names to: Mary D. Stewart, marketing coordinator, Nationa14-H Council, 7100 Connecticut Ave., Chevy
Chase, MD 20815-4999 (MK)
by Michelle Hamouz,
Lancaster County 4-H
Poul~ry
ambassador and member
There were only 22 entries in the poultry judging contest of the Critter Sitters 4-H
at the 1991 Nebraska State Fair, four entries in the turkey Club
barbecue contest and two contestants in the egg cooking
demonstration.
Projects can be fun and
The winners of each of these contests represented the worthwhile if you truly enjoy
State of Nebraska in the National Contest held in Louisville, the topic. Small animals are
KY. In the turkey barbecue contest, both the first and second where my interests are blosplace winners are eligible to go to Louisville.
soming. It all started with a
These contests are open to all youth in 4-H and more sixth grade speech about
participation is needed. (DS)
guinea pigs. I had a cat but no
other companion animals.
Mter the speech, I found that
I really wanted a guinea pig.
Adults and youth 12 years old and older are needed to After learning and develophelp at the county fair during entering, judging and displaying ing responsibility, I soon beof exhibits. Food, clothing, home environment, general, gan to expand my small aniengineering and horticulture departments need assistants, mal population quickly. DurMonday, August 3, 4-8 p.m. and Tuesday, August 4, 8 a.m.- ing that year, a second guinea
12 p.m. and 1-5 p.m. Assistants will write comments for pig, a chinchilla, two hamjudges and display exhibits. Call the extension office to sign sters and a ferret were purup! (MK)

Canoe CanYon?

Hot Shots is Back

o

4-H Shooting Sports Camp
4-H youth are invited to
participate in the fIrst annual
4-H Shooting Sports Camp at
the Eastern Nebraska 4-H
Center on May 15, 16and 17.
The camp is open to all youth
ages 13, 14 and 15. Younger
or older youth will be accepted
on an individual basis. Participants will arrive Friday
evening and depart Sunday
after lunch.
The camp will offer
hands-on shooting experiences. Shooting sports activi-

ties will include pellet pistol
and rifle target, 22 rifle silhouette, shotgun trap and
recurve bow archery. Other
opportunities for youth will
include presentations on black
powder shooting, birds of
prey/wildlife recovery and
hunting lore. Thecampproject
adventure course and campfire activities are also included.
Parents, leaders and
volunteers who want to become certified 4-H shooting

instructors will have the opportunity to do so at this camp.
Adults will help instructors
coach the youth, thus learning
how to become safe and effective instructors. The camp
fee will be waived for adults
wishing to become certified.
To obtain further camp
details and registration materials, request a brochure from
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County. (DV)

Project Report: Companion Animals

Judging Contest

Help needed at county fair

chased. Each animal has a
distinct personality and the
different animals have differing needs for food, shelter and
care.
Mter I became involved
in the Critter Sitters 4-H Club,
I began to journey to small
animal shows. The first year
was quite an experience. Special attention was given to
exhibiting posters from which
others could learn. Transporting the animals and keeping them safe presented another challenge. My efforts
paid off as my ferret, Malarie,
was selected as Grand Champion. I really enjoyed discussing my project with the
judge. Grooming, communi-

cation and projecting a positive image are important at
both the county and state fair.
My third year in small
animal projects has allowed
me to expand both my knowledge and types of animals.
The previous year I had used
mice in my science project
and had retained two mating
pairs. Four mice soon became eighteen. Observing the
growth cycle was a new experience. Mice are social creatures and assume responsibility for caring for each other.
From the first parents, this
project grew so that during
this past year, approximately
350 mice were sold. Through
mutation, I now have three

types of mice: white, silky,
rex (curly hair) and marked
(black and white). Also this
year, a third ferret, Monte,
joined my family and one
guinea pig died. After a third
county and state fair had come
and gone, my rex mouse family, was the grand champion
mammal at county and second at stale.
Not only have lleamed
much about small animals and
their needs, but have gained
confidence in my abilities to
communicate. As a result, I
have tempered my initial goal
of becoming a small animal
veterinarian and am now considering broadcast journalism
as a career. (MHB)

Livestock Judging Clinic
Sunday, May 3, 1992
2 p.m.
Nemaha County Fairgrounds, Auburn
Sponsored by the Junior Achievers 4-H Club
FEE: $2 donation to the UNL Judging Team
For more information contact Dave Swarts at 471-7180.

I

On-the-Grow continues•..

Add A Touch Of Fragrance
When planning a perennial garden, most people are concerned with what color the
flowers will be, the height and if the plant will grow in sun or shade. One feature that is often
overlooked is fragrance. A large collection of perennials have pleasing scents that consist of
subtle, sweet perfume to zesty citrus or spicy aromas. Foliage, as well as flowers, can provide
a noticeable fragrance. Try to incorporate scented perennials into your landscape and then
enjoy the benefits all summer 10ng.(MJM)
Bearded Iris
Sweet Rocket
Allium
Pinks
Yarrow
Artemisia
Mallow
Lemon Balm
Red Valerian
Peony
Hyssop
Phlox
Sweet Violet
Cowslip
Russell Hybrid Lupine

Hosta
Carnation
Mint
Tulip
Primrose
Daylily
Bee Balm
Lavender
Rose
Honesty
Sage
Poppy
Loosestrife
Gasplant
Bergamot

Foxtail Lily
Meadow Sweet
Lily of the Valley
Chrysanthemum
Feverfew
Hyacinth
Hybrid Lily
Sweet Woodruff
Thyme
Narcissus
Muscari
Oregano
Lavender Cotton
Sweet William
Evening Primrose

=================================Th=eN~E~B~L~IN~E~================================

Cookout and Barbecue Safety Tips
Well, I think Spring is here to stay (hopefully!), and
many people in our area are firing up the family barbecue
grills for outdoor picnics and cookouts. "Cookouts and picnics are a great way to enjoy the Nebraslca spring weather, and
remembering some relatively simple fIre safety rules for
outdoor cooking appliances results in making tbese family
outings a memorable experience", says Bill Montz, Jr., Fire
'Prevention OffICer for the Southeast Fire Department, because, to coin aphrase, ''We care about you and the things you

4. NEVER use gasoline with your grill, and 9nly use
charcoal fluid to START your fue. NEVER to "quicken"
a dying fue.
S. All "Chefs" using the grill should know what to do if
their clothing catches on fire: STOP, DROP and ROLL.
They should also remember that if their grill falls over, or
otherwise gets out of control, that they should not hesitate
to call the fife department (911 in Lancaster County).

do":

1. Know how to properly use your particular grill before
using it Read the instructions that came with your appliance, or contact your local extension or fife department
(using the non-emergency number) for assistance.

6. Do not use your grill on windy days, or during periods
of extremely hot or dry weather.
7. Remember to keep a fIre extinguisher and garden hose
"at the ready" at all times while cooking with a grill, just
in case!

2. Do not wear long sleeves or loose fitting clothing around
the grill.

Bill MODtz, Jr.
Public Fire Education Division
Southeast Fire Department
Lincoln, Nebraska

3. Keep young children away from the grill AT ALL
TIMES.

1993 Lessons for Home
Extension Clubs
and Other Groups
Training and materials for four leader training
lessons will be provided to group leaders in Lancaster
County by University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension
in 1993. The topics of the lessons are: Enhancing The Self:
Clothing for the Older Woman, Nutritious and Creative
Salads, Using Positive Discipline to Build Self-Esteem,
and The Real Facts: Organ Donations.
A fifth lesson wlll also be offered and the topic will
be selected by the Lancaster County Council of Home
Extension Clubs at the June meeting. Club presidents are
invited to provide suggestions for the locally prepared
lesson.
Dates and times when training will be presented
will be available in August in the home extension club
reorganizational packets. No materials will be available
before January, 1993. (EW)
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May 1 &2

May4&5

May 6

May 9

National4-H
Comhusker
Trapshoot
Doniphan

AARP 55 Alive
Defensive Driving
Course
10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Making Mop Head
Dolls
1 p.m.

Platte County 4-H
Rabbit Show
Ag Park, Columbus

May 11

May 12

May 14

May 15

Critter Sitters 4-H
Club Meeting
7 p.m.

4-H Horse VIPS
Meeting
7:30 p.m.

Paws and Claws
4-H Club Meeting
7 p.m.

Deadline to sign up
for 4-H broiler
project

Extension Agent. Chair, Lancaster County

Notice!!!
All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be
held at the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County unless otherwise noted. Use of
commercial and trade names does not imply approval or
constitute endorsement by the University of Nebraska
Coopertive Extension in Lancaster County.
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May 15, 16 & 17
4-H Shooting
Sports Camp
Gretna 4-H Center

May 16

May 19

May 20

Sheep Clinic
State Fair Park
9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Star City Rabbit
Raisers 4-H Club
Meeting
7 p.m.

Food Preservation
Update Seminar
9:30 a.m. or: 7:30
p.m.

r------------------,

: Nebline
I Feedback
Form

In order to best serve our subSCribers, this fonn
will appear in every issue of the Nebline. You
can use this fonn to:

1.-change your address and/or order a subscription
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or
held at the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County
3.-submit general comments and/or story ideas.

"How to Exhibit"
Leader Training
9:30 a.m. and 7
p.m.

May 21

May 25

May 29

May 30

Canine Companions 4-H Club
Meeting
7 p.m.

District & State 4-H
Horse Entries Due

No-Till Planter
Demonstration
Palmyra (2 mi. west
and 1 1/2 mi. south)
6 p.m.

Sheep Tagging
State Fair Park
9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Generallnfonnation
(please print):
Name: __________________________
__

AdcIress: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime Phone: ____________________
Workshop Registration

Register for Workshop/Program:,__________
Date of Workshop/Program: _ _ _ _ _ __
Time of Workshop/Program: ________
Number of registration~ at $---.each.
Pay-ment enclosed?: __________________

Spring Beef Show
Holdrege

June 1

June 3

June 3, 4 & 5

June 6

4-H Horse Scholarship Applications
and Identification
Sheets Due

Eastern Nebraska
Horse Judging
Clinic and Contest
Gretna'

Nebraska Council
of Home Extension
Clubs Convention
McCook

Pre-District 4-H
Horse Show
8 a.m. check-in, 9
a.m. show starts
Capitol City Arena
Saline County Beef
Progress Show &
Judging Contest
Crete

Please help make the NEBLINE your newsletter by
letting us know what you would like to see in the
NEBLlNE, and how we can better serve your needs.
Newsletter Infonnation

Address Change: ____________________
Number of Neblines receivecl: _ _ _ _ _ __
Order a subscription to Nebline: _ _ _ _ __
Comment: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Story Idea(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Return to:

University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension
in Lancaster County
,
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska
68528-1507

Spring Lamb Show
Holdrege

June 9

June 9

June 10

June 15

No-Till Cultivator
Demonstration
Location T.B .A.
(rain date June 16)
11 a.m.

Poultry Clinic &
Judging Contest
UNL

Home Extension
Club Night
Lincoln Community
Playhouse
8 p.m.

Sheep Tagging
State Fair Park
4-6 p.m.

4-H Horse VIPS
Meeting -7 :30 p.m.

Livestock Identification Sheets due!

